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Abstract: Quantifying the spatial pattern of large-scale forest biomass can provide a general 

picture of the carbon stocks within a region and is of great scientific and political importance. 

The combination of the advantages of remote sensing data and field survey data can reduce 

uncertainty as well as demonstrate the spatial distribution of forest biomass. In this study, the 

seventh national forest inventory statistics (for the period 2004–2008) and the spatially 

explicit MODIS Land Cover Type product (MCD12C1) were used together to quantitatively 

estimate the spatially-explicit distribution of forest biomass in China (with a resolution of 

0.05°, ~5600 m). Our study demonstrated that the calibrated forest cover proportion maps 

allow proportionate downscaling of regional forest biomass statistics to forest cover pixels 

to produce a relatively fine-resolution biomass map. The total stock of forest biomass in China 

was 11.9 Pg with an average of 76.3 Mg ha−1 during the study period; the high values were 

located in mountain ranges in northeast, southwest and southeast China and were strongly 

correlated with forest age and forest density. 
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1. Introduction 

Forest biomass acts as an important indicator of carbon resources and carbon sequestration potential 

in terrestrial systems [1]. Estimates of forest biomass enable a direct measurement of carbon storage 

and provide initial values for process-based carbon cycle models to simulate carbon dynamics [2]. 

Mapping the spatial pattern of large-scale forest biomass can provide a general picture of the carbon 

stocks within a region and is of great scientific and political importance. China is one of the biggest 

forestry nations in the world and has possessed a large area of reforestation and afforestation during 

past decades, which significantly affects the carbon cycle of the terrestrial ecosystem [3,4]. Thus, 

characterizing its size and spatial distribution is necessary to understand the current carbon storage of 

China and to contribute to further carbon sequestration studies and the promotion of better stewardship 

of the forests. 

Different approaches have been applied to forest biomass estimation. Traditionally, field measurements 

are the most accurate methods for estimation. However, these approaches are usually time consuming 

and labor intensive, and also cannot provide the continuous spatial distribution of biomass at large 

scales [5]. Remote sensing enables the estimation of forest biomass at multiple scales with large spatial 

and temporal coverage. Correlations between spectral information detected by remote sensing and 

forest biomass are used in forest biomass estimation. However, it remains a challenge to establish the 

correlation because of the complexity of canopy characteristics and the uncertainty of remote sensing 

information [6]. Recently, with the ability to detect the structures of forest, radar and lidar remote sensing 

are also used to estimate forest biomass. However, there remain limitations in typical study areas and 

they have not been applied extensively to large scale studies because of cost constraints [7,8]. 

Given the different advantages of different data, an appropriate combination of multi-source data, such 

as the field measurement and the remote sensing monitoring, can potentially improve spatially explicit 

estimates of biomass over large areas [6,9]. In recent years, the method of combining remote sensing 

with field measurements has been applied in the Europe and North America to estimate large-scale 

forest biomass or other forest parameters, and retains the advantages of the accuracy of field measurements 

and the advantages of the spatial distribution of remote sensing [7,10–13]. Kindermann et al. produced 

a consistent global spatial database at half degree resolution containing forest growing stock, biomass 

and carbon stock values using a relationship between net primary productivity (NPP) and biomass and 

the relationship between human impact and biomass [13]. 

However, when comparing remote sensing data and field measurements, discrepancies are apparent 

between some forest characteristics (such as forest area and volume) assessed using field measurements 

and the same characteristics estimated using remote sensing images [13–15]. Traditionally, a pixel in a 

remote sensing image is entirely classified as forest or others, which probably leads to systematic 

underestimation or overestimation of forest characteristics. In contrast with remote sensing,  

the ground-based field measurements are more accurate. Although the advantage of combining 
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satellite-based remote sensing and ground-based field measurement is obvious, it is usually difficult to 

conduct due to the different spatial resolutions. Päivinen et al. [16,17] developed a methodology to 

adjust the NOAA-based forest cover proportion map to match statistics from the forest inventory and 

ultimately produced a growing stock map of Europe. The forest cover proportion map represents the 

forest area proportion within a pixel, which reflects the actual forest cover objectively, and has been 

used in other studies [18–20]. 

In China, most research focused on using forest inventory statistics to estimate total forest biomass 

to further explore carbon sinks or sources lacking image-based spatial information [21–25], and large 

uncertainties still existed in some related researches [14,26]. In this study, our aim is to estimate a 

spatially-explicit biomass map from inventory statistics using spatially-explicit satellite data. We spatially 

downscaled the forest biomass map of China at 0.05° (~5600 m) resolution using a calibrated forest 

cover proportion map derived from MODIS MCD12C1 product, which produced a good match with 

regional forest inventory statistics. 

2. Data and Methods 

The seventh national forest inventory statistics and the spatially explicit MODIS Land Cover Type 

product (MCD12C1.051) were utilized in this study. In addition, the map of China’s administrative 

division was applied to link the statistical data of national forest inventory and the MODIS land cover 

type product. 

2.1. Data 

2.1.1. Forest Inventory Data 

The systematical national forest inventory has been conducted nearly every five years since the late 

1970s and the seventh national forest inventory was conducted for the period 2004–2008. The statistics 

of the national forest inventory in China are based on large numbers of field plots (e.g., 415,000 plots 

for the seventh national forest inventory) and are the most important data sources in research on forest 

carbon storage and carbon sinks. We obtained the seventh national forest inventory statistics from the 

Forest Resources Statistics of China provided by the Forest Resources Management Department of the 

State Forestry Administration.  

The seventh national forest inventory statistics are categorized into three groups: forest stand, economic 

forest and bamboo forest. It documents the areas and timber volumes by individual tree species and 

stand ages in each province for forest stands, and only the forest area in each province for economic 

and bamboo forests. In this study, we used the statistics of forest stand including forest area and timber 

volume represented by individual tree species and stand ages in 31 provinces. The forest area statistics 

were used to calibrate the MODIS Land Cover data and the timber volume statistics were used to estimate 

the forest biomass. Note that forest in Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan was not included in this study 

due to the lack of data. 
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2.1.2. MODIS Land Cover Data 

The MODIS Land Cover Type Yearly Climate Modeling Grid (MCD12C1.051 product) was obtained 

from [27] with a 0.05° (~5600 m) spatial resolution, which provides the dominant land cover types and 

the sub-grid frequency distribution of each land cover class. The product is based on a full year of 

composited eight-day MODIS observations (reflectance and land-surface temperature) and can be 

considered representative for the state of the land surface. It contains three classification schemes and 

we used the primary land cover scheme, International Geosphere Biosphere Programme (IGBP). Each 

pixel has the sub-grid frequency value for 17 land cover classes, the sum of which totals 100. Table 1 

lists the IGBP land cover classification system, five categories of which were related to forest land cover: 

(1) evergreen needleleaf forests; (2) evergreen broadleaf forests; (3) deciduous needleleaf forests; (4) 

deciduous broadleaf forests; and (5) mixed forests. We summed the sub-grid frequency of the five 

forest categories for each year (2004–2008) and thus yearly forest cover maps were available. 

Table 1. International Geosphere Biosphere Programme (IGBP) land cover classification types. 

Class Type Class Type 

0 Water 9 Savannas 
1 Evergreen Needleleaf forest 10 Grasslands 
2 Evergreen Broadleaf Forest 11 Permanent Wetlands 
3 Deciduous Needleleaf Forest 12 Croplands 
4 Deciduous Broadleaf Forest 13 Urban and Built-Up Lands 
5 Mixed Forest 14 Cropland/Natural Vegetation Mosaic 
6 Closed Shrublands 15 Snow and Ice 
7 Open Shrublands 16 Barren or sparsely vegetated 
8 Woody Savannas 17 Fill Value/Unclassified 

2.2. Methods 

In this study, we spatially downscaled the forest biomass of China at 0.05° (~5600 m) resolution using a 

calibrated forest cover proportion map combining remote sensing data and forest inventory data. This 

study utilized the methods of Päivinen et al. [16], with amendments for applicability to Chinese forest 

ecosystems. Figure 1 presents the methodology in this study. The procedure consists of three phases: 

(1) computation of forest biomass; (2) forest area calibration process; and (3) downscaling of forest biomass.  

2.2.1. Preparation of Biomass Statistics 

We used the conversion factor continuous function method [21] to convert timber volume to biomass 

for individual tree species in each province. The function was expressed as Equation (1). Forest biomass 

was summed at both provincial and national levels for the seventh national forest inventory statistics. 

ba += VB  (1)

where B is forest biomass (Mg); V is timber volume of individual tree species in each province (m3); a, b 

are coefficients for different tree species outlined in Fang et al. [21,25]. For the newly added tree species in 

the seventh national forest inventory statistics, the coefficients refer to the most similar tree species. 
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Figure 1. Flow chart for mapping forest biomass. 

 

2.2.2. Forest Area Calibration Process 

The aim of the forest area calibration process was to reduce the discrepancies between forest inventory 

and MODIS land cover products regionally, which retains the advantages of both the accuracy of forest 

inventory and the spatial distribution of remote sensing. The forest area calibration process refers to 

Paivinen et al. methods [16,17]. The authors classified land cover types into three categories (coniferous 

forest, broadleaf forest and other land) and ultimately produced a calibrated forest cover proportion 

map which matched forest inventory statistics regionally.  

Considering the limited accuracy and different forest definitions of the MODIS land cover data [28,29], 

we classified land cover types in a pixel into two categories (forest and non-forest), which was more 

applicable to Chinese complex forest ecosystems. We summed the sub-grid frequency of the five forest 

categories from the MCD12C1.051 for each year (2004–2008), and obtained forest cover maps for 

each year with the pixel value ranging from 0~100. However, in this study, the specific forest inventory 

times for different provinces are not the same during the inventory period (Figure 2). To enable the 

distribution of forest cover from remote sensing and the forest statistics from the inventory data to be 

spatiotemporally consistent, provincial forest cover maps were extracted according to different inventory 

times based on the Map of China’s administrative division. Thus, the initial forest cover proportion 

map of each province was produced with the pixel value transformed to percentage (0%~100%). 

Furthermore, corresponding non-forest cover proportion map of each province was also available through 

subtraction. At last, each province has two variable layers corresponding to forest and non-forest cover 

types, and the sum of which totals 100% per pixel. All the proportion maps were transformed to Albers 

equal area projection for further forest area calibration. 
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Figure 2. Specific forest inventory times for each province from 2004–2008.  

 

The algorithm of the forest area calibration process was expressed as Equations (2)–(8). The main 

idea of the algorithm was to match the mean forest coverage estimated from image within a region to 

that from the inventory statistics as much as possible through adjusting the forest and non-forest cover 

proportion in each pixel. In this study, the procedure was conducted per province. 
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where, a represents the land over type (forest or non-forest); i represents pixel; n is the total number of 

the pixels in the image of the calibration province; x (a) (i) is the proportion for the land cover type a in 

a pixel (i) in the image of the calibration province; 
)(a

x  represents the image-estimated mean coverage 

for the land cover type a in the province; )(aX  is the accurate mean forest or non-forest coverage based 

on inventory statistics, which was calculated as the ratio of total forest or non-forest area obtained from 

inventory statistics to the land area calculated from the image of the calibration province; W (a) is the 
adjust coefficient to match the coverage estimate from image to statistics; )()( ix a

r  is the adjusted 

proportion for the land cover a in a pixel (i); S (i) is the sum of the calibrated proportions of the two 

land cover types in a pixel (i); To confirm the sum value is 100% for each pixel, the sum value is 
scaled by deriving a ratio for each pixel: 1/ S (i); )()(

rs ix a  is the calibrated and scaled proportion 

estimate for land cover type a in a pixel (i). 
)(a

rsx  is the recalculated image-estimated mean coverage  
for the land cover type a in the province. )(adiff  represents the difference between forest coverage 

estimated from calibrated image and that from the inventory statistics. 

This algorithm is repeated until the chosen threshold value diff (a) is reached and the pixel sums are 

equal to 100%. In this study, the threshold value was set as 0.3% of the value )(aX from statistics for all 

provinces [16]. If the iteration reached 100, the calibration was stopped to prevent consuming time 

with the provinces that could not be calibrated or were not close to the value from the statistics. The national 

calibrated forest cover proportion map was available when the process was stopped for all provinces. 

2.2.3. Downscaling 

Upon completion of the forest area calibration process, the calibrated forest cover proportion map 

that matched the inventory statistics on absolute forest area provincially was available. We proposed that 

the forest biomass density was directly proportional to forest area cover within a pixel. Thus, calibrated 

forest cover proportion maps can effectively reflect the spatial distribution of biomass and allow 

downscaling of regional forest biomass from statistics to pixels in an image, following Equation (9). 

Furthermore, the downscaling process was also conducted per province. 
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rs ix
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(9)

where a only stands for forest type; )()(
rs iB a  is the forest biomass in a pixel (i) (Mg ha−1); B(a) is the 

total forest biomass of a province from the statistics (Mg); A(a) is the forest area of a province estimated 
from the calibrated map (ha), which also matched the inventory statistics; )()(

rs ix a  is the calibrated and 

scaled forest proportion estimate in a pixel (i). 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Calibration of Forest Area 

Before the calibration process, we found that the total forest area at national levels obtained from 

the forest inventory and that from the MODIS forest cover were similar, 15.6 × 107 ha and 15.7 × 107 ha, 

respectively. However, when comparing the forest areas at provincial levels, the values differed strongly 
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(Figure 3). For example, the absolute forest area of Jiangsu province was 0.7 × 106 ha from inventory 

statistics but 0.3 × 106 ha from the forest cover map; the absolute forest area of Yunnan province was 

14.7 × 106 ha from inventory statistics but 19.9 × 106 ha from the forest cover map. After the calibration 

process, the regional discrepancies between forest inventory statistics and images were generally reduced. 

The calibration results were satisfactory and the absolute forest area estimates between them were 

nearly the same at both provincial and national levels (Figure 3). 

Figure 3. Comparison of forest areas using the forest inventory and the forest cover proportion 

map derived from the MODIS product at the province level. 

 

All provinces were calibrated successfully except Inner Mongolia and Shandong provinces, where the 

iteration reached 100. In these two provinces, there were too few forest pixels to meet the forest area of 

the statistics, and all forest pixel values were adjusted to 100% to match the statistics as much as possible. 

3.2. Downscaling 

Downscaling technology is used to transform large-scale, coarse resolution information into 

regional-scale, high resolution information, which is widely applied in many other related  

fields [13,14,30,31]. In general, forest inventory statistics can provide coarse resolution information, 

but remote sensing can reflect the spatially explicit information of forests at a high resolution. Forest 

biomass density was directly proportional to forest coverage within one pixel. In this study, we 

calculated the average biomass density and corresponding forest coverage in each province based on 

the inventory statistics and found a good relationship between forest biomass and forest coverage at the 

provincial scale (Figure 4). We spatially downscaled biomass statistics from the forest inventory based 

on a forest cover proportion map derived from remote sensing products at 0.05° (~5600 m) resolution. 

Figure 5 is the schematic diagram for downscaling forest biomass using Guangdong province as an 

example. Figure 5a is the total forest biomass estimated from the inventory statistics that provide the 

coarsest information at the provincial level. Using the forest cover derived from the MODIS product 

(Figure 5b), the average biomass density at forest-cover level was available (Figure 5c). Combining the 

average biomass density map and the calibrated forest cover proportion map (Figure 5d), we produced 

the distribution of forest biomass at the sub-pixel level (Figure 5e). 
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Figure 4. Relationship between forest coverage and biomass in China. 

 

Figure 5. Schematic diagram for downscaling forest biomass (Guangdong province). (a) Total 

forest biomass obtained from the statistics (provincial level); (b) Forest cover derived from 

the MODIS product; (c) The average biomass density distribution (forest-cover level); (d) The 

calibrated forest cover proportion map; (e) The distribution of forest biomass (sub-pixel level). 
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3.3. Spatial Distribution of Biomass 

The total storage of forest biomass was 11.9 Pg, with an average of 76.3 Mg ha−1, which increased 

slightly compared to the biomass storage in the sixth national forest inventory statistics [14]. It suggests 

that the forest ecosystem in China represents a carbon sink. Figure 6 represents the final, downscaled 

spatial distribution of forest biomass in China. Overall, we found that forest biomass was mainly distributed 

in the northeastern, southwestern and southeastern areas of China; high biomass density was located in 

the Da Hinggan, Xiao Xing’an and Changbai mountains of the northeast, the Tianshan mountains of 

the west, the Qinling and Hengduan mountains of the southwest and the Wuyi mountains of the southeast. 

Figure 6. Spatial distribution of forest biomass in China for the period 2004–2008. 

 

The forest biomass density in the southeast was relatively lower than that of the southwest and the 

northeast for several reasons. First, recent studies have found that the forests of southeast China are 

younger than those of the rest the country [31], and biomass has been found to increase with forest stand 

age [32,33]. Second, human activities mainly occur in southeastern China, and there is a high degree of 

urbanization, perhaps causing a lower forest density. However, in the large mountain ranges with less 

human disturbance, mainly located in southwest and northeast China, the forest density is high. Moreover, 

several ecological restoration projects in China including the Natural Forest Conservation Program, the 

Three-North Projective Forest Program and the South China Timber Production Program were mainly 

implemented in the southwest and the northeast, thus largely promoting the accumulation of  

forest biomass [34]. 
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3.4. Accuracy Assessment 

To illustrate the impact of the calibration method, we compared the calibrated forest cover and biomass 

maps against the initial forest cover and biomass maps which had not been processed by forest area 

calibration, as shown in Figure 7. Figure 7a,b is initial and calibrated forest cover proportion maps, 

respectively, and the corresponding biomass maps produced are shown in Figure 7c,d. The difference 

of biomass distribution was extracted through the subtraction of the two biomass maps (Figure 7e). We 

found that the calibration method had a large effect on the reallocation of forest area and then on biomass. 

Additionally, large overestimation or underestimation of forest cover proportion and biomass remains in 

mountain ranges, mainly because in China the boundaries of administrative zones are commonly along 

mountains, so the spatially contiguous forests in some mountains may be located in different 

administrative zones. 

Figure 7. The difference of biomass distribution based on initial and calibrated forest 

cover proportion maps. (a) Initial forest cover proportion (%); (b) calibrated forest cover 

proportion (%); (c) biomass before calibration (Mg/ha); (d) biomass after calibration 

(Ma/ha); (e) difference (Ma/ha). 
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To independently validate the accuracy of the method, a leave-one-out validation strategy was conducted. 

We iteratively calibrated the MODIS forest cover area of each province using a mean calibrated coefficient 

derived from the remaining provinces. Thus, a new set of calibrated forest biomass estimates was 

available based on the simulated forest cover estimates which were totally independent of the inventory 

statistics. Figure 8 shows the relationship between average forest biomass in each province using 

leave-one-out method and that using inventory statistics. It illustrated that they have a good consistency. 

The validation of leave-one-out also indicated that our calibration tactic in this study, i.e., independent 

calibration for each province using its own inventory statistics and corresponding MODIS estimate, is 

a good choice that could diminish the deviations of MODIS product in different provinces. 

Figure 8. The relationship between average forest biomass using leave-one-out method 

and that using inventory. 

 

To quantitatively analyze the accuracy of our biomass results, we compared our results with the 

previous study of Guo et al. [24] (Figure 9). Figure 9a compares average forest biomass density of each 

province in this study and that of Guo et al. Figure 9b shows an improved match between absolute 

forest area in the statistics and that in our results. Our biomass estimates matched the previous study 

very well—as indicated by the trend lines, mainly due to the successful forest area calibration process. 

Since the calibration method was implemented, the discrepancies of forest area between the remote 

sensing data and the national inventory decreased apparently (Figure 9b), which therefore significantly 

improved the accuracy of estimated biomass (Figure 9a). 

To collate the general spatial distribution of the calibrated forest cover and biomass distribution in 

this study, we compared our results with the thematic map of growing stock, which was demonstrated 

to be highly related to biomass [24] in the Atlas of Forest Resources of China [35], and we found that 

the spatial pattern of our biomass matches well with the thematic map of growing stock. 
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Figure 9. Accuracy assessment. (a) Comparison of forest biomass in the present study and 

in the literature; (b) Comparison of forest area before and after the calibration. 

 

3.5. Uncertainty 

In this study, forest area and biomass from the statistics of national forest inventory were used as 

constraints to calibrate the satellite-based forest cover map and forest biomass map and, therefore, 

diminished their potential system deviation. The forest area calibration process overcomes the traditional 

phenomenon of systematic underestimation in sparsely forested areas and overestimation in dense 

forest regions. However, the limitation of this method is that the algorithm was conducted within each 

province individually, which could introduce some abrupt changes in pixel-values along provincial 

borderlines where continuous forests may exist, and amplify the subsequent biomass estimation between 

the neighboring provinces. 

In ideal situations (i.e., the deviations between the remote sensing-based and ground-based values 

are the same for all spatial grids), we can logically scale the provincial MODIS forest cover to match 

the inventory statistics using a single calibration factor (i.e., analytic method). This analytic method is 

simple and easy to conduct, but it is only applicable to ideal situations or small geographic regions 

where the spatial heterogeneity can be ignored. In this study, we applied an iteration method, which is 

somewhat complex in calculation, but it is applicable to most real situations or large geographic regions. 

The benefits of this iteration method are that it makes the absolute forest areas between the MODIS 

estimates and the inventory statistics as comparable as possible and, at the same time, guarantees the 

calibrated land cover proportions in all pixels within a reasonable range (i.e., 0~100%). 

During the forest area calibration processes, all provinces were calibrated successfully except for 

two; i.e., Inner Mongolia and Shandong, where the number of forest pixels in the satellite-based map 

was too small to meet the forest area in the statistics of national inventory. In addition, the chosen threshold 

value diff (a) has some impacts on the application of the calibration process and a more flexible 

threshold enables a more flexible calibration. The results derived from leave-one-out validation indicated 

that the system deviations among different provinces are somewhat different. That is, the coefficients 

of scaling transformation originated from some provinces (e.g., forest widely distributed) maybe not 

completely applicable to the others (e.g., forest sporadically distributed). As a result, more attention 
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needs to be paid to the spatial heterogeneity of geographic regions. If more geographic information 

such as forest net primary production and human activities were used, the precision of the biomass 

map may be improved further.  

Previous studies [36] indicated that the conversion factor continuous function method had a high 

variability, which may affect the biomass estimates and mapping. Moreover, the coefficients for the 

newly added tree species in the seventh national forest inventory statistics referred to the most similar 

tree species, which may have some subjectivity. The 0.05° (~5600 m) resolution of the forest biomass 

map produced in this study maybe still too coarse and finer-scale forest cover data may be helpful in 

the future. Moreover, no validation process was implemented to test the accuracy of the biomass at 

pixel-level within regions. If plot-level forest inventory statistics at the similar scale are available in 

the future, the validation process will be possible. 

4. Conclusions 

The objective of this study is to produce a spatially-explicit forest biomass map that matches actual 

forest biomass inventory data. In this study, the seventh national forest inventory statistics (for the 

period 2004–2008) and the spatially explicit MODIS Land Cover Type product (MCD12C1) were 

combined to quantitatively estimate the spatial distribution of forest biomass in China (with a resolution  

of 0.05°, ~5600 m). The results indicated that the total stock of forest biomass in China was 11.9 Pg 

with an average of 76.3 Mg ha−1; the high values were found in mountain ranges in the northeast, 

southwest and southeast, which were strongly correlated with forest age and forest density. The study 

also demonstrated that the calibrated forest cover proportion maps allow proportionate downscaling of 

regional forest statistics to forest cover pixels to produce a relatively fine-resolution biomass map. 
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